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Summary

Symptom
Incomplete documentation on enhancement LMR1M002

Additional key words
EXIT_SAPLKONT_011
MRKO
MR01
MR1M

Cause and prerequisites

Solution
The documentation for enhancement LMR1M002 is available as of Release 4.6B.
____________________________

LMR1M002
With enhancement LMR1M002, you can determine which GR/IR clearing accounts
are posted - depending on the purchase order data.
You will find further information in function module documentation.
_____________________________

EXIT_SAPLKONT_011
Customer exit
Account grouping for the WE/RE account determination

Functions
This customer-specific function module is called by function module
MR_ACCOUNT_ASSIGNMENT. This is used when:

o posting a goods receipt for a purchase order.

o posting an invoice in conventional invoice verification with
Transaction MR01 (Remember: The conventional invoice verification
is no longer maintained for Release 4.6C.)

o posting an invoice in logistics invoice verification with
Transaction MR1M, MIRO (for 4.6C, Transaction MIRO completely
replaces Transaction MR1M)

It is used to determine the GR/IR clearing account to be posted - depending
on the purchase order data.
The function module has the purchase order number (EXIT_EBELN) and purchase
order item (EXIT_EBELP) as import parameters.The account grouping code is
returned.

Remember:
If you use this enhancement, the system determines the GR/IR clearing
account on the basis of your program.The system does not check whether
postings are made to the same GR/IR clearing account during goods receipt
and the appropriate invoice receipt.You must ensure that postings are
carried out to the same account of related transactions/events.

Example
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You want to define the GR/IR clearing account to be posted, depending on
the vendor (the invoice party, the partner, the shipment costs vendor).

1. You can determine the vendor and invoicing party in the module as
follows:

   select * from ekko into corresponding fields of ekko
                      where ebeln = exit_ebeln.

You obtain the following information

Field name
EKKO-LIFNR Vendors
EKKO-LIFRE Invoicing party
EKKO-KNUMV Number of document condition

2. Afterwards, you can

o determine the partner with function module 'MM_READ_PARTNER'.

o determine the freight supplier as follows:

    select * from konv into corresponding fields of konv
                      where knumv = ekko-knumv
                        and kdpos = exit_ebelp.

The lines of table KONV contain all conditions which were entered for this
purchase order item.Field KONV-LIFNR contains freight cost vendors for the
corresponding condition.

Note
In order for this customer exit to work correctly, customer enhancement
LMR1M002 must be activated. In addition, you must select the account
grouping code in Customizing for account key WRX in the rules.
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